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Abstract. Arginine methylation is a common pro-
tein post-translational modification (PTM) that
plays a key role in eukaryotic cells. Three distinct
types of this modification are found in mammals:
asymmetric Nη1Nη1-dimethylarginine (aDMA),
symmetric Nη1Nη2-dimethylarginine (sDMA), and
an intermediate Nη1-monomethylarginine (MMA).
Elucidation of regulatory mechanisms of arginine
methylation in living organisms requires precise
information on both the type of the modified res-

idues and their location inside the protein amino acid sequences. Despite mass spectrometry (MS) being the
method of choice for analysis of multiple protein PTMs, unambiguous characterization of protein arginine
methylation may not be always straightforward. Indeed, frequent internal basic residues of Arg methylated tryptic
peptides hamper their sequencing under positive ion mode collision-induced dissociation (CID), the standardly
used tandem mass spectrometry method, while the relative stability of the aDMA and sDMA side chains under
alternative non-ergodic electron-based fragmentation techniques, electron-capture and electron transfer disso-
ciations (ECD and ETD), may impede differentiation between the isobaric residues. Here, for the first time, we
demonstrate the potential of the negative ion mode collision-induced dissociation MS for analysis of protein
arginine methylation and present data revealing that the negative polarity approach can deliver both an
unambiguous identification of the arginine methylation type and extensive information on the modified peptide
sequences.
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Introduction

Protein arginine methylation is a widespread post-
translational modification (PTM) that is implicated in a

variety of central cellular processes, such as transcription,
signal transduction, DNA repair, and apoptosis [1]. This cova-
lent modification has been found to be associated with multiple
diseases including cancer, metabolic and cardiovascular disor-
ders, and HIV [2–4]. In humans, arginine methylation is

catalyzed by enzymes called protein arginine methyltransfer-
ases (types I and II) that give rise to asymmetric Nη1, Nη1- and
symmetric Nη1, Nη2-dimethylated arginines (aDMA and
sDMA, respectively) as well as to the intermediate form of
the modified residue, Nη1-monomethylarginine (MMA) [5](see
Figure 1). Arginine methylation most frequently occurs in
peptide/protein amino acid sequence regions enriched with
glycine and arginine residues, denoted as glycine arginine rich
(GAR) or RGG motifs [6].

Multiple arginine (Arg) methylation sites have been identified
in peptides and proteins to date [7, 8]. The identification of many
of these, however, is based on protein sequence similarities (e.g.,
the presence of the GAR motifs) leaving uncertainty in the iden-
tification of the exact modification sites and in the characterization
of the responsible methyltransferases [9]. Protein Arg methylation
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analysis is challenged by the modification cell cycle-dependent
character, frequently low stoichiometries and by limitations of the
currently available analytical tools [10, 11]. For many years,
common ways to analyze these post-translational modifications
(PTMs) include the application of classical biochemical methods
such as Edman sequencing and amino acid analysis [12, 13],
in vitro [3H]methyl incorporation combined with fluorography
of separated proteins [14], and western blotting with
methylarginine-specific antibodies [15] as well as others. These
approaches frequently turn out to be highly laborious, may require
large amounts of sample, and may suffer from limited specificity
for producing conclusive results [16].

In recent decades, mass spectrometry (MS) has become a
method of choice for analysis of protein PTMs, owing to its
sensitivity, flexibility, and speed [17]. In a typical MS-based
proteomic experiment, the proteins are first digested into a
mixture of peptides which are subsequently protonated and
subjected to a tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis,
which is followed by database search or de novo sequencing to
identify the amino acid sequence of the original proteins and
their possible PTMs [17]. In the case of arginine methylation, the
MS-based analysis may present a challenge. Indeed, multiple
peptides can display the + 14.016 Da and + 28.031 Da mass
shifts that mimic an addition of one or twomethyl groups to Arg,
but in fact carry the modifications of different amino acid resi-
dues. For example, the 14/28 Da mass gain can result from
methylation of lysine, Gln→Arg amino acid substitution, meth-
ylation of glutamic or aspartic acids induced by sample prepa-
ration artifacts, and others [6, 18]. False positive Argmethylation
assignments may be generated in cases when the alternative
peptide modification sites are located in the vicinity of the
peptide arginine residues. Since the widespread endoprotease
trypsin has poor activity at the alkylated Arg sites [19, 20], many
arginines methylated tryptic peptides also contain internal basic
residues that cause suppression of the peptide sequencing using
collision-induced dissociation (CID) [21, 22].

Arginine methylation marker ions (PTM specific fragment
ions of the modified peptides) have been reported to greatly

facilitate the positive ion mode mass spectral analysis of this
covalent modification [23–26]. Thus, under quadrupole ion
trap CID, protonated sDMA-containing sequences undergo
characteristic eliminations of monomethylamine (MW =
31 Da) and dimethylcarbodiimide (70 Da) that enable one to
distinguish them from the asymmetrically modified aDMA
peptide analogues that instead expel dimethylamine (MW=
45 Da) and dimethylguanidine (87 Da) neutrals [27, 28]. Sim-
ilarly, protonated MMA-containing sequences were shown to
l o s e m o n o m e t h y l g u a n i d i n e ( 7 3 D a ) a n d
monomethylcarbodiimide (56 Da) molecules during MS/MS
[18, 29–31]. Several low-mass marker ions were also reported
for the DMA-peptides [30–32]. However, the formation effi-
ciency of the positive ion mode Arg methylation marker ions
has been found to be dependent on multiple factors, such as
specific amino acid sequence, number of modified residues
within analyzed peptide, peptide charge state, instrumentation
type [30, 31, 33], which may cause uncertainty in the practical
use of the PTM-specific fragments for the MS analysis.

The alternative common electron-based tandem mass spec-
trometry methods, such as ETD and ECD [34, 35], in many
cases enable one to overcome these limitations. For example,
despite the fact that ETD fragmentation is less susceptible to
side-chain cleavages compared with CID, the MMA- and
DMA-specific neutral losses have been reported for arginine
methylated peptides under these conditions [36]. As a result,
both an efficient sequencing and determination of Arg methyl-
ation type become available through ETD for a multitude of the
modified peptides. For example, a targeted data acquisition
approach for Saccharomyces cerevisiae Npl3 protein digest
mixtures has demonstrated that ETD outperforms CID across
all observed protonated methylated peptide charge states and
masses [37]. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the side chain
fragmentation of Arg methylation-containing peptides under
ETD is affected by the peptide amino acid sequence [37]. As a
result, the PTM-specific decomposition of the methylated pep-
tides may turn out to be suppressed [29] creating a challenge
for determination of the arginine methylation type.

Figure 1. Nη-methylarginine residue types: aDMA- asymmetric Nη1, Nη1-dimethylarginine; sDMA-symmetric Nη1, Nη2-
dimethylarginine; MMA- Nη1-monomethylarginine
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Despite the fact that positive ion mode–based mass spec-
trometry is used standardly for structural analysis of proteins,
its ionization bias is well established. Indeed, peptide and
protein protonation efficiency under both electrospray and
matrix-assisted laser-induced dissociation ionization (ESI and
MALDI, respectively) is strongly dependent on the amino acid
content and the sequence of the analyzed compounds [38–40].
It is reasonable to assume that MS-based analysis of protein
PTMs combining both positive and negative polarities could
enhance considerably the robustness of the experimental data
in comparison with that of generated through the exclusive use
of the positive ion mode approach. So far, only a very limited
number of protein PTMs (phosphorylation, sulfation, intramo-
lecular disulfide bridging, and several more [23, 24, 41–46])
can be examined using negative polarity MS/MS, because of
the lack of knowledge available on decomposition channels of
the corresponding negatively charged modified peptides. Here,
for the first time, we report the negative ion mode CID chem-
istry of Arg methylated peptides demonstrating the potential of
the negative polarity MS/MS for the analysis of protein argi-
nine methylation. In this study, we employ a variety of syn-
thetic Arg methylated peptides, including those with the mod-
ified Arg/Gly motifs, and demonstrate that the deprotonated
modified species undergo both PTM-specific side chain cleav-
ages and extensive backbone dissociation under CID and
higher energy collision-induced dissociation (HCD). The neg-
ative ion mode MS/MS enables one to identify the type of Arg
methylation along with its location within the analyzed peptide
sequences.

Experimental
Mass Spectrometry

Nanoelectrospray (nanoESI)-MS and MS/MS spectra of pep-
tides were acquired on an LTQ Orbitrap mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany) equipped with a
robotic nanoflow ion source NanoMate HD System (Advion
Biosciences, Inc., Ithaca, NY, USA). Intact peptide ions were
detected by the Orbitrap mass analyzer at a mass resolution of
60,000 (atm/z 400) and subjected to tandemMS analysis. Two
MS/MS techniques were used: CID taking place in a linear ion
trap (IT-Orbitrap CID) and the higher energy dissociation
(HCD) in a dedicated octopole collision cell installed at the
far end of the C-trap of the mass spectrometer [47]. In the HCD
experiments, the fragmented ions were transferred back
through the C-trap for analysis by the Orbitrap mass analyzer.
Both ion trap CID and the HCD tandem mass spectra were
acquired with Orbitrap target mass resolution of 7500 (at m/z
400). Normalized collision energies (NCE) between 0 and 30%
were applied for the IT-Orbitrap CID measurements, and col-
lision energies (CE) of 20–85 eV were used for the HCD
experiments. A q-value of 0.25 and an activation time of
30 ms were applied in IT-Orbitrap CID. An automated gain
control (AGC) value of 3 × 104 at a maximum ion accumula-
tion time of 250 ms and precursor isolation window of 1 amu

were applied. Peptides were dissolved in a 50%/0.5%/49.5%
(vol/vol/vol) mixture of methanol/formic acid/water to a con-
centration of ~ 10–50 pmol/μL.

Peptide Synthesis

Analyzed synthetic peptides 1–9 are listed in Table 1. The
peptides were prepared by Fmoc strategy [51, 52] for solid-
phase synthesis on a multiple automated synthesizers (Syro II,
Multisyntech). The peptide synthesis was carried out on
preloadedWang resins. Peptide chain assembly was performed
by in situ activation of amino acid building blocks by 2-(1H-
benzo t r i azo l e -1 -y l ) - 1 ,1 ,3 ,3 - t e t r ame thy lu ron ium
hexafluorophosphate. The used unmodified amino acids and
the modified building blocks Fmoc-Arg-(Me)-OH, Fmoc-Arg-
(sMe2)-OH, and Fmoc-Arg-(aMe2)-OH were purchased from
Bachem AG. The synthesized peptides were purified by pre-
parative HPLC on a Kromasil 100–10C 10 μm 120 Å reverse
phase column (20 × 150 mm) using an eluent of 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid in water (A) and 80% acetonitrile in water
(B). The peptides were eluted with a successive linear gradient
of 25 to 80% of solvent B for 30min at a flow rate of 10ml/min
and lyophilized. The purified peptides were characterized by
analytical HPLC and MS (Thermo Finnigan, LCQ).

Results and Discussion
Arginine Methylation Marker Ions of Deprotonated
Peptides

NanoESI IT-Orbitrap CID mass spectra of the singly
deprotonated isomeric sDMA- and aDMA-peptides 1 and 2
(Figure 2) exhibit a considerable difference. Indeed, the sym-
metrically dimethylated peptide 1 shows an extensive release
of 31 Da and 70 Da neutrals from the parent ion, alone or in
combination with other small molecules (Figure 2a), while the
CID spectrum of its asymmetrical analogue 2 is dominated by
the elimination of a 45 Da neutral molecule (Figure 2b). A
comparison of the modified peptide mass spectral data to that
of the unmodified analogue 3 (see Figure 2c) reveals that the
observed neutral loss reactions are induced by the presence of
the modified Arg residues. Indeed, peptide 3 does not expel
31 Da, 45 Da, or 70 Da neutrals under the negative ion mode
CID but rather undergoes an extensive elimination of ammonia
(17 Da) and carbodiimide (42 Da). Determination of the exact
masses of the neutral molecules eliminating from the peptides 1
and 2 reveals that the modified residues of the deprotonated
peptides undergo neutral loss of methylamine (31.0422 Da)
and dimethylcarbodiimide (70.0531 Da) in the case of the
sDMA-peptide 1 and dimethylamine (45.0578 Da) in the case
of the aDMA-peptide 2. A plausible mechanism of the DMA
side chain dissociation, involving the modified guanidine Cξ–
Nη1 and Nε–Cξ bond cleavages off to give rise to the elimina-
tion of mono- and dimethylamines (31 Da CH3NH2 and 45 Da
CH3NHCH3) and d imethy lca rbod i imide (70 Da
CH3N=C=NCH3), respectively, is shown in Scheme 1. MS/
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Table 1. Model Peptides Used in the Study

Peptidea Molecular weightc, Da

TW-R(sCH3)2-GGEEK (1) 989.4930
TW-R(aCH3)2-GGEEK (2) 989.4930
TW-R-GGEEK (3) 961.4617
G-R(sCH3)2-GRPR (4) [48, 49]b 725.4408
G-R(aCH3)2-GRPR (5) [48, 49]b 725.4408
G-R(CH3)-GRPR (6) [48, 49]b 711.4252
GGNFSG-R(CH3)-GGFGGSR (7)d 1325.6225
GWG-R(sCH3)2-EENLFSWK (8) [50]b 1535.7521
GM-R(sCH3)2-G-R(sCH3)2-GR (9) [50]b 844.4813

aArg methylation sites are in bold; R(aCH3)2 is aDMA; R(sCH3)2 is sDMA; R(CH3) is MMA
bWorks which reported the modification, these peptide sequences were derived by in-silico digestion of the modified proteins
cPeptide monoisotopic molecular weights (in Daltons)
dPeptide derived from P09651-ROA1_HUMAN protein (UniProt)

Figure 2. Negative ion mode IT-Orbitrap CID spectra of singly deprotonated Arg dimethylated and unmodified forms (1–3) of
TWRGGEEK peptide. (a) CID spectrum of [M-H]− ion of 1, (b) CID spectrum of [M-H]− ion of 2, and (c) CID spectrum of [M-H]− ion of 3
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MS spectra of the neutral loss peptide products provide further
confirmation for the DMA-induced origin of the observed de-
compositions. The abundant DMA marker ions were also ob-
served for the singly and doubly deprotonated molecules of the
examined dimethylarginine-containing peptides (4, 5, 8, 9),
indicating that the 31/45/70 Da neutral losses are characteristic
for DMA-peptide negative ion mode CID behavior (see
Figure 3, Table 2). Noteworthy, the doubly modified
deprotonated peptide 9 undergoes consecutive eliminations of
two identical/mixed sDMA-specific neutrals, [M-H-2×31]−, [M-
H-2×70]−, and [M-H-31-70]− (Table 2), which enable one to
rapidly recognize the presence of its two sDMA-residues. Anal-
ogously, the negative ion mode CID spectra of Nη1-
monomethylated sequences 6 and 7 exhibited a highly efficient

release of monomethylated molecules of ammonia (31.0422 Da)
and carbodiimide (56.0375 Da) that can be used the PTM
marker ions,(see Table 2 and Scheme 1). It is important to point
out that the examined deprotonated modified peptides 1, 2, 4–9
did not show elimination of di- or monomethylated guanidines
(87 Da and 73 Da, respectively) under CID that was previously
observed in the positive polarity [27].

Energy-resolved negative ion mode HCD experiments
were carried out to examine a possible formation of low-
mass modification-specific marker fragments during frag-
mentation of deprotonated Arg methylated peptides that
could not be detected under the ion trap CID because of the
inherent low-mass spectral cut-off [53]. The HCD arginine
methylation-specific reporter fragments of 1, 2, 4–9 are

Scheme 1. PTM specific side chain dissociation of di- andmonomethylarginine-containing peptides under negative ionmode CID.
aNL is neutral loss. bMolecular weights of the PTM-specific neutral losses
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summarized in Table 3. The experimental data do not reveal
an occurrence of the low-mass negatively charged DMA and
MMA reporter ions and indicate that HCD arginine methyl-
ation marker ions are identical to those observed under the
ion trap CID. However, the negative ion mode HCD mass
spectra of the peptides 1, 2, 4–9 display less intense PTM-
induced neutral loss signals in comparison with those ob-
served under the IT-Orbitrap CID (see Figures 1 and 4). This
observation can be attributed to a more efficient secondary

fragmentation inside a collision cell compared with an ion
trap [47]. The observed suppression is more pronounced for
the peptide [M-2H]2− ions relative to the [M-H]− analogues
(see Table 3), as a result of a wider variety of decomposition
channels available to the peptide ions carrying more than one
charge. Similarly to the ion trap CID, the HCD mass spectra
of the modified peptides 1, 2, 4–9 display the DMA- and
MMA-specific neutral loss signals of the corresponding
modified backbone fragments (see Figure. 4a and b).

Figure 3. Negative ion mode IT-Orbitrap CID spectra of doubly deprotonated Arg dimethylated and unmodified forms of
TWRGGEEK peptide. (a) CID spectrum of [M-2H]2− ions of 1, (b) CID spectrum of [M-2H]2− ions of 2, and (c) CID spectrum of
[M-2H]2− ion of 3
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Table 2. Arg-methylationa Specific Neutral Losses of the Modified Peptides Under CIDb

Peptidea Arg methylation induced neutral loss fragment, RA%

[M-H]− [M-2H]2−

TW-R(sCH3)2-GGEEK (1) [M-H-31]− (97%), [M-H-31-H2O]
− (9.4%),

[M-H-70]− (93.9%), [M-H-70-H2O]
− (73%),

[ M - H - 7 0 - 2 × H 2 O ] − ( 6 . 4 % ) ,
[M-2H-70-CH3CHO]

2− (7.6%)

[M-2H-31]2− (35%), [M-2H-31-H2O]
2−

( 2 . 7 % ) , [ M - 2 H - 7 0 ] 2 − ( 4 6 . 5 % ) ,
[M-2H-70-H2O]

2− (7.4%)

TW-R(aCH3)2-GGEEK (2) [M-H-45]− (100%), [M-H-45-H2O]
− (7.5%),

[M-H-70]− (1.2%)
[M-2H-45]2− (100%), [M-2H-45-H2O]

2− (7.9%),
[M-2H-45-H3CHO]

2− (7.6%)
G-R(sCH3)2-GRPR (4) [M-H-31]− (100%), [M-H-31-NH3]

− (9.7%),
[M-H-31-HNCNH]− (11.1%), [M-H-70]−

( 2 4 . 6% ) , [M -H - 7 0 - NH 3 ]
− ( 7% ) ,

[M-H-70-HNCNH]− (2.7%)

N/Ac

G-R(aCH3)2-GRPR (5) [M-H-45]− (100%), [M-H-45-HN3]
− (4.4%),

[M-H-45-HNCNH]− (6.2%), [M-H-70]−

(< 0.1%)

N/Ac

G-R(CH3)-GRPR (6) [M-H-31]− (100%), [M-H-31-NH3]
− (9%),

[M-H-31-HNCNH]− (17.4%), [M-H-56]−

(61.1%), [M-H-56-HNCNH]− (4.6%)

N/Ac

GGNFSG-R(CH3)-GGFGGSR (7) [M-H-31]− (46%), [M-H-31-CH2O]
− (6.9%),

[M-H-56]− (40.7%), [M-H-56-CH2O]−

(5.1%)

N/Ac

GWG-R(sCH3)2-EENLFSWK (8) [M-H-31]− (81.5%), [M-H-31-H2O]
− (11.6%),

[M-H-31-2×H2O]− (1.1%), [M-H-70]−

( 4 8 . 5% ) , [M -H - 70 -H 2O ] − ( 4 1% ) ,
[M-H-70-2 × H2O]

− (5.7%)

[M-2H-31]2− (67.8%), [M-2H-31-H2O]
2−

(7.3%), [M-2H-31-CH2O]2− (10.5%),
[M-2H-70]2− (33.5%), [M-2H-70-H2O]

2−

(12.3%), [M-2H-70-CH2O]2− (5.4%),
[M-2H-31-2 × H2O]

2− (0.2%)
GM-R(sCH3)2-G-R(sCH3)2-GR (9) [M-H-31]− (100%), [M-H-31-HNCNH]− (8.8%),

[M-H-70]− (31.6%), [M-H-70-HNCNH]−

( 2 . 6% ) , [M -H - 2 × 3 1 ] − ( 1 2 . 3% ) ,
[M-H-2 × 70]− (0.2%), [M-H-31-70]− (4.3%),
[M-H-31-70-HNCNH]− (0.2%)

N/Ac

aArg modification sites are in bold
bNormalized collision energy 25–30%
cThe CID data are not available because of strong suppression of the peptide doubly charged molecular ions under negative ion mode nanoESI-MS

Table 3. Characteristic Arg Methylationa Specific Neutral Losses of Peptides 1–9 Under HCDb

Peptidea Arg methylation induced neutral loss fragment, RA%

[M-H]− [M-2H]2−

TW-R(sCH3)2-GGEEK (1) [M-H-31]− (15.5%), [M-H-31- CH3CHO]
− (1.7%),

[M-H-70]− (12%)
[M-2H-31]2− (3.2%), [M-2H-31-CH3CHO]

2−

( 7 . 3 % ) , [ M - 2 H - 7 0 ] 2 − ( 1 . 8 % ) ,
[M-2H-70-CH3CHO]

2− (5.3%)
TW-R(aCH3)2-GGEEK (2) [M-H-45]− (58.8%), [M-H-45- CH3CHO]

− (8.6%),
[M-H-70]− (< 0.1%)

[M-2H-45]2− (7.6%), [M-2H-45-CH3CHO]
2−

(17.2%), [M-2H-70]2− (< 0.1%)
G-R(sCH3)2-GRPR (4) [M-H-31]− (19.1%), [M-H-31-NH3]

− (5.4%),
[M-H-31-HNCNH]− (7.9%), [M-H-70]− (6.2%),
[M-H-31-NH3]

− (1.7%)

N/Ac

G-R(aCH3)2-GRPR (5) [M-H-45]− (72.8%), [M-H-45-NH3]
− (16.6%),

[M-H-45-HNCNH]− (31.2%), [M-H-70]−

(< 0.1%)

N/Ac

G-R(CH3)-GRPR (6) [M-H-31]− (27.4%), [M-H-31-NH3]
− (7.9%),

[M-H-31-HNCNH]− (16.7%), [M-H-56]−

(18.3%)

N/Ac

GGNFSG-R(CH3)-GGFGGSR (7) [M-H-31]− (9.3%), [M-H-31-CH2O]− (10%),
[M-H-56]− (17.2%)

N/Ac

GWG-R(sCH3)2-EENLFSWK (8) [M-H-31]− (12.6%), [M-H-31-H2O]− (2.3%),
[M-H-31-CH2O]

− (3.3%), [M-H-70]− (6.7%)
[M-2H-31]2− (2.5%), [M-2H-70]2− (0.9%)

GM-R(sCH3)2-G-R(sCH3)2-GR (9) [M-H-31]− (35.8%), [M-H-70]− (13.1%),
[M-H-2×31]− (8.3%), [M-H-31-70]− (2.1%),
[M-H-2×70]− (< 0.1%)

N/Ac

aArg modification sites are in bold
bNormalized collision energy 55–65%
cThe CID data are not available because of a strong suppression of the peptide [M-2H]2− ion formation during negative ion mode nanoESI-MS
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As a result, the DMA and MMA marker ions of the
deprotonated Arg methylated peptides provide a robust means
to determine the type of the modified peptide residues under
ion trap CID and HCD (see Scheme 2).

Relative Efficiencies of Peptide Arg Methylation
Marker Ion Formation

A comparison of the negative ion mode tandemmass spectra of
the isomeric peptides of the 1, 2 and 4, and 5 pairs reveals that
the sequences carrying asymmetrically dimethylated arginine
residues undergo a more efficient PTM-induced dissociation

than their sDMA counterparts. Indeed, the relative abundances
of the backbone fragments observed in the IT-Orbitrap CID
spectra of the deprotonated peptides 2 and 5 are lower than the
intensities of the corresponding signals in the mass spectra of
the sDMA isomers 1 and 4, for both singly and doubly charged
molecular ions (see Figures 2 and 3). Similarly, under HCD,
the RA%s of the peptide aDMA-specific 45 Da loss fragments
are considerably higher than those of the 31 Da and 70 Da
neutral loss fragments (see Table 3 and Figure 4). The same
tendency is observed for the DMA residue-containing back-
bone fragments (see b6

−/[b6-45/31/70]
− ion RA% ratios in

Figure 4. The negative ionmodeHCDmass spectra of singly deprotonated Arg dimethylated and unmodified forms of TWRGGEEK
peptide. (a) HCD spectrum of [M-H]− ion of 1, (b) HCD spectrum of [M-H]− ion of 2, and (c) HCD spectrum of [M-H]− ion of 3
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Figures 2, 3, and 4). The negative ion mode CID and HCD data
of the monomethylated peptide 6 reveal that its side chain Nε–
Cζ bond dissociation is more efficient than that of the sDMA-
peptide 4 (see Tables 2 and 3), providing further support for the
observed stabilization effect of the Nη1, Nη2-arginine
dimethylation. A comparison of the Arg methylation marker
ion signal intensities of the molecular ion and the backbone
fragments of 1 to the corresponding Nε–Cζ and Cδ–Nε bond
cleavage products of the unmodified peptide 3 (namely neutral
losses of 17 Da NH3/42 Da HC=N=CH) demonstrates that the
symmetrical methylation of Arg residues facilitates the side
chain dissociation relative to the unmodified side chain (see
Figures 2, 3, and 4). These experimental data enable us to
deduce that the relative decomposition efficiencies of the pep-
tide arginine side chain residues under negative ion mode CID
and HCD increase in the following order: Arg < sDMA <
MMA < aDMA. The observed effect of the arginine residue
methylation on the efficiency of the modified side chain marker
ion formation is consistent with Nη alkylation-induced guani-
dine group planarity loss [54] that is especially pronounced in
the case of asymmetrically dimethylated arginine, leading to
the rapid aDMA-peptide decomposition. It is reasonable to
assume that a lower propensity of the N-methylated Arg gua-
nidine group to be involved in a stabilizing intramolecular
solvation process within the gaseous modified peptides further
contributes to the enhanced dissociation of the alkylated Arg
side chains relative to the unmodified analogues.

Pinpointing the Arg Methylation Sites
Under Negative Ion Mode CID and HCD

In addition to the abundant PTM marker ions, the negative ion
mode tandemmass spectra of the Arg methylated peptides 1, 2,
and 4–9 show a wide range of sequence-specific backbone
fragments. For example, the ion trap CID of the [M-H]− ions
of the isomers 1 (sDMA) and 2 (aDMA) produces fragments
originated in backbone amide bond cleavages between every
pair of the peptide amino acids, enabling one to deduce the full
peptide sequences along with unambiguous determination of a
type and location of the modified sites (see Figure 2a and b). In
this case, indeed, there are four possible potential methylation

sites within the isomeric peptides 1 and 2: Arg-3, Glu-6, Glu-7,
and Lys-8. However, the DMA-specific 31 Da/70 Da and
45 Da neutral losses of the deprotonated peptide molecular
ions reveal the occurrence of the Arg dimethylation. The posi-
tion 3 of the modified Arg residues is unambiguously identified
based on the 31 Da neutral loss of the dimethylated y6

− frag-
ment along with the presence of the unmodified y5

− ion in the
case of 1 (Figure 2a), and on the occurrence of the dimethylated
b3

− ion combined with the aDMA-specific neutral losses of the
b5

−–b7
− fragments in the case of 2 (Figure 2b). Noteworthy,

despite the fact that the asymmetrically modified peptide 2
produces considerably less abundant backbone fragments in
comparison with its symmetrical analogue 1, its negative ion
mode CID data enable one to unambiguously pinpoint the
peptide modified residue. Interestingly, the negative ion mode
ion trap CID mass spectra of 1 and 2 provide more extensive
sequence coverage than their previously reported positive ion
mode quadrupole time-of-flight CID analogues [30]. A com-
parison of IT-Orbitrap CID fragmentation patterns of the [M-
H]− ions of 1 and 2 to that of the unmodified analogue 3
(Figure 2) reveals that the Arg dimethylation does not affect
the nature of the peptide backbone decompositions.

The ion trap negative ion mode CIDmass spectra of [M-H]−

ions of 4–9 do not provide complete sequence coverage (this
varies from 40 to 80%) but enable one to unambiguously
pinpoint the modified residue(s) in each of the examined pep-
tides, despite their highly efficient PTM-induced parent ion
neutral losses. For example, the correct position of the
monomethylated Arg residue within peptide 6, sequence that
contains three arginine residues in total, can be rapidly deduced
based on the occurrence of the methylated y5

− backbone frag-
ment (653.3960) alongside the unmodified forms of the y2

− and
y4

− ions. The ion trap Orbitrap CID spectra of the [M-2H]2−

ions of the modified peptides 1, 2 and 8 also enable unambig-
uous pinpointing of the modified residues in each of the cases,
with covered sequence fractions varying from 100% for 1 to
71% and 82% for the peptides 2 and 8, respectively. For
example, abundant signals of the [M-2H-31/70 Da]2− and
b4

−/[b4–70 Da]− fragments in the CID mass spectrum of 8
enable one to identify the symmetrically dimethylated Arg-4
residue. Similarly to the singly charged molecular anions, no

Scheme 2. Recognition of DMA and MMA peptide residues using negative ion mode tandem MS data
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effect of the modifying residues on the dianionic peptide back-
bone decomposition was observed under CID. Our energy
resolved negative ion mode IT-Orbitrap CID experiments of
the singly and doubly charged molecular ions of the modified
peptides 1, 2, and 4–9 revealed that normalized collisional
energies (NCE) of 20–25% can be robustly applied to detect
and localize Arg methylation sites for peptides with molecular
weights within 700–1500 Da.

Similarly to IT-Orbitrap CID, negative ion mode HCD mass
spectra of the modified peptides 1, 2, and 4–9 enable unambig-
uous localization of the Arg methylation residues, with amino
acid sequence coverage varying between 83 and 100% in the
case of molecular monoanions. For the doubly charged molec-
ular species, the HCD sequence coverage appears to be more
sequence dependent, reaching 60% for the peptides 1 and 2 and
82% for 8. Despite the relatively low sequence coverage provid-
ed by the HCD data for the doubly charged peptides 1 and 2, the
mass spectra enable the unambiguous localization of the
dimethylated arginine residues in both cases (see Figure 4a and
b). Indeed, elimination of the 31/70 Da and 45 Da neutrals
observed from the [c3-CH3COH]

− fragments of 1 and 2 provides
direct evidence for the presence of sDMA/aDMA residues with-
in the three N-terminal amino acids while that of the unmodified
c2

− fragments proves unambiguously the Arg-3 position of the
modifications. Collision energies of 55–65 eV were found to be
suitable for the arginine methylation analysis of both singly and
doubly deprotonated modified peptides 1, 2, and 4–9 under
HCD. It is important to point out that the negative ion mode
HCD mass spectra of the analyzed peptides 1–9 exhibit more
intense y-type fragment signals in comparison with the corre-
sponding b-ions (see [y2-H2O]

− vs b6
− fragment ion RAs in

Figure 4a–c). This is in contrast to the IT-Orbitrap CID behavior
of the negatively charged sequences (see Figure 2 where the b6

−

ions produce the most abundant peptide backbone fragment
signals). It is reasonable to assume that the observed more
efficient y-type ion formation under HCD stems from the neg-
ative charge relocalization over the C-terminus of the activated
y-type ions to give rise to the resonantly stabilized terminal
carboxylate ions that are not available in the case of the b-ions.
The HCDmass spectra of the modified and unmodified peptides
1–9 also reveal peptide backbone fragments that are not ob-
served in their ion trap CID mass spectra. For the peptides 1–3,
for example, these include internal b-ions E−, GE−, and GGE−

that are generated following two backbone cleavages, or the
peptide c-type ions [c3-CH3COH]

− produced by the efficient
cleavage of the Gly–4N–Cα bond. The observed facile elimina-
tion of acetaldehyde is originated in the peptide Thr-1 side chain
decomposition [42].

Comparison of Negative and Positive Ion Mode
Fragmentation of Arg Methylated Peptides

The modified peptides 1, 2, and 4–9 were also analyzed by
positive ion mode IT-Orbitrap CID and HCD, in order to
compare the structural information available from both polar-
ities. The MMA and DMA reporter ions of the protonated Arg

methylated peptides were found to be identical to those ob-
served in the negative ion mode. However, the positive ion
mode PTM-induced marker fragments produced much less
abundant signals relative to their negative ion mode counter-
parts, with especially high suppression observed for the aDMA
sequences (see the [M+nH-45 Da]2+ signal in Figure 5a).
Higher charge states of the examined triply protonated modi-
fied peptides ([M+3H]3+) contributed to further suppression of
the peptide Arg methylation marker ions in comparison with
the 2+ analogues. The observed aDMA dissociation suppres-
sion trend of the protonated Arg methylated peptides is oppo-
site to that of the negatively charged sequences (see data for
isomeric peptides pairs 1, 2 and 4, and 5 in Tables 2 and 3).
This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that in contrast
to the negative ion mode PTM marker ion formation for the
positively charged Arg methylated peptides requires proton-
ation of their modified residues [31] that interferes with the
steric hindrance produced by the guanidine methyl groups of
the methylated arginines (particularly strong in the case of
aDMA residues [54]). These data suggest that the negative
ion mode approach can provide a more reliable recognition of
protein Arg methylation type in comparison with the positive
ion mode, especially for Arg methylated peptides with addi-
tional basic residues that may sequester the external proton
causing further suppression of the protonated peptide PTM
specific fragmentation.

Interestingly, despite the lower relative abundances of the
arginine methylation reporter ions in the positive ion mode IT-
Orbitrap CID and HCD, the protonated peptide tandem MS
data may generate less sequence information compared with
the negative polarity. For example, for the protonated modified
peptides 1 and 2, the CID or HCD spectra of the peptide
[M+2H]2+ or [M+3H]3+ ions do not provide the complete
amino acid sequence, in contrast with the negative ion mode
analysis (Figure 2a and b). The observed suppression of the
protonated modified peptide backbone decomposition under
MS/MS is most probably caused by the expected sequestering
of the external proton on the analyzed peptide internal basic
residues [22]. The experimental data obtained for the Arg
methylated peptides 1, 2, and 4–9 demonstrate that the CID
and HCD mass spectra acquired in two different polarities
provide on many occasions complementary information re-
garding the amino acid sequences. Thus, for example, in con-
trast with the positive ion mode, the relative positions of the
two N-terminal residues Thr-Trp in peptides 1 and 2 can be
rapidly identified based on the observed y7

− fragment and its
derivatives from the corresponding [M-H]− ions (see Figure 2).
From the other side, in the case of the [M+2H]2+ ion of sDMA
peptide 8, the CID mass spectrum enables one to identify the
relative positions of its Ser-10 and Trp-11 residues (based on
the formation of the corresponding y2

+ and b10
+ ions), while the

analogous backbone cleavages do not occur in negative ion
mode CID or HCD. In contrast with the positive ion CID or
HCD, in addition to the canonical b- and y-type fragments, the
negative polarity tandem mass spectra of 1, 2, and 4–9 also
display products of amino acid N–Cα bond cleavages (e.g., c2

−
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ion in Figure 2), resulting in a more diverse array of fragment
ions for the analyzed peptides. The observed differences in the
fragmentation patterns of the protonated and the negatively
charged Arg methylated peptides can be explained by the
distinct nature of the gas-phase decompositions in the two
polarities. The backbone cleavages of positively charged pep-
tides are initiated by the external proton attachment to the
backbone amides [55] while that of the deprotonated sequences
is induced by a proton abstraction from the peptide amino acid
Cα and Cβ groups [56].

Conclusions
Our results reveal for the first time that negative ion mode
collision-induced dissociation is a powerful tool for analysis
of Nη-methylated arginine residues of peptides and proteins.
We demonstrate that negative ion mode CID can be used for
both detection and pinpointing of the modified amino acids.
We have identified unique marker ions for peptides containing
asymmetr ic Nη1 , Nη1- and symmetr ic Nη1 , Nη2-
dimethylarginines as well as Nη1-monomethylarginine residues

under negative ion mode ion trap CID and HCD. In contrast
with the positive ion mode CID, fragmentation of the modified
peptide anions is not compromised by the peptide internal basic
residues, enabling it to provide an extensive sequence informa-
tion along with the reliable recognition of the arginine methyl-
ation types. Our data show that the negative ion mode frag-
mentation enables one to cover parts of the modified peptide
sequences different from those available from the standard
positive ion mode CID analysis. Our results suggest that taking
advantage of the inherent differences between the gas phase
chemistries of the deprotonated and positively charged arginine
methylated peptides, e.g., via adapting to a dual polarity ap-
proach, may considerably boost the MS analysis of protein
arginine methylation sites.
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